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Pillar Games
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Translating complex matter into playful interaction



Problem

Context: Development of Applied Educational Games

• Didactic goals are considered at start and at 
evaluation stage, but often neglected during other 
stages of the development process

▸Mismatch between (didactic) goals and software

▸Inefficient allocation of resources

▸Missed opportunities to adjust direction
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Research Question

• How can the process of applied game 

development be improved, leading to a 

method for Didactics-Driven Development? 
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Desired Solutions

• Methodology &

• Tools for Didactics-Driven Development 
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Project Results

• Requirements for Methodology

• Case study & two student projects

• Tool for Online Game Pre-/Post-testing 
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Figure 1. Sample results of a pre- and post-test, before and after playing the game 



Didactics-Driven Development builds on and relates to several ideas:

– Test-driven development (i.e., Ali et al. , 2010)

– Requirements analysis for educational game software (Ali et al. ,2010, Lucassen et 

al., 2015, Lambriser et al.,2016, Kortmann & Harteveld, 2009)

– Methods for (serious) game development (e.g., Duke, 1974; Deterding 2014; 

Schell, 2020; Hunicke et al., 2014; Hollins et al., 2015; Westera et al., 2019)

– Testing and validation of serious games (i.e., Dicheva et al., 2015)

– Domain-specific languages for game development (e.g.,Adams & Dormans, 2012; 

van Rozen & Dormans, 2014; Klint & van Rozen, 2013; van Rozen, 2020)

– Design patterns for (serious) games (e.g., Björk & Holopainen, 2004; Antonaci et 

al., 2015)

– Tools for live game design and testing (e.g., van Rozen, 2015; Bouwer et al,. 2016)

– Goal-driven development of game content (e.g., Llopis, 2005; Antonaci et al., 

2017; Corstjens et al., 2018)

Related Work



LIVE Tools

• Approach

– Live Intelligent Visual Environments for 

Game Design (Live Game Design)

• Visual Programming Languages

– Visual notations for describing and 

steering interactive game elements 

• Live feedback and feed-forward

– Immediate feedback on 

design and modifications

– Design alternatives that can be 

inspected and applied to focus

the creative design process
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Ultimate Goal: Live Prototyping

• Problem

– Advantages of paper prototyping and 

tools for software prototyping are 

mutually exclusive.

• Question

– How can paper prototyping and 

software prototyping be combined?

• Proposed Approach

– A tangible language for game design 

that automatically mirrors software 

models and augments the design 

process by providing immediate and 

continuous feedback.

paper prototyping

software prototyping



Case Study: Boom Bust Inc.
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Case Study: Boom Bust Inc.
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Didactic Goals: 

1. the difference between money and credit

2. how the creation of credit may inflate prices and feeds 
into a credit bubble

3. how the unstable credit bubble can cause a Minsky 
moment

4. how inflation is beneficial and deflation is detrimental 
for banks

5. how banks can overcome periods of extreme financial 
stress



Question
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When a bank provides a loan, the money comes 

from …

a) savings from savers

b) adding the figure to the lender’s bank account

c) earnings from previous loans

d) do not know



Question 2
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Money in my bank account is …

a) my property

b) my claim on the bank

c) safe in the bank’s vault

d) property of the bank

e) do not know



Boom Bust Inc. – Results Test 1a
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When a bank provides a loan, the money comes 
from … 
Didactic Goal 1

66% learning effect



Boom Bust Inc. – Results Test 1b
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Money in my bank account is… 
Didactic Goal 1

wrong learning effect



Case Study: Boom Bust Inc.
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Insights from the Case Study

- Pre- and post-testing during development was 

very useful and showed both desired and 

undesired learning outcomes

- Method for distributing the game online with 

integrated pre- and post-test questionnaires was 
convenient 

- For players, many goals, on different levels:

- Learning goals: facts, rules, relationships

- Learn how to play the game (interface, actions, etc.)

- Learn how to satisfy your boss, customers, and colleagues 

- Learn how to balance short-term and longer term goals

- Persuasive goals: current banking system leads to greed, 
create interest in alternative systems

- These different goals could be made more explicit

- Need to document better how these goals are 

related to game design decisions



Student Project 1
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Dennis Boon (2020). Educational Card Game in Virtual Reality. Bachelor thesis HBO-ICT, Game Development, HvA. 

Goal: VR Game to learn about decision making regarding alternative future scenarios

Learning goals are to gain understanding of:

• how a particular goal could influence the decision making of a player

• the consequences of good/bad decision making in a certain scenario

• egoistic choices compared to choices ‘for the common good’
• how certain situations can arise from consecutive (bad) decisions

• what extend the economy (resources) impacts decision making

• short-term thinking compared to long-term thinking

• how trust can influence player behavior

• the importance of communication when making joint decisions

• weighing different interests when taking decisions

• consequences of decisions on outcomes of all stakeholders (e.g., win/lose)

• unforeseen consequences of a decision (only possible in hindsight)



Student Project 1
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Dennis Boon (2020). Educational Card Game in Virtual Reality. Bachelor thesis HBO-ICT, Game Development, HvA. 

Goal: VR Game to learn about decision making regarding alternative future scenarios

Learning goals of the game: 
• Insight in how a particular goal could influence the decision making of a player.
• Insight in what the consequences can be of good/bad decision making in a certain scenario.

• Insight in egoistic choices compared to choices ‘for the common good’.
• Insight in how certain situations can arise from consecutive (bad) decisions.

• Insight in to what extend the economy (resources) impacts decision making.
• Insight in short-term thinking compared to long-term thinking.
• Insight in how trust can influence player behavior.

• Insight in the importance of communication when making joint decisions.
• Insight in weighing different interests when taking decisions.

• Insight in consequences of decisions on outcomes of all stakeholders (e.g., win/lose).
• Insight in unforeseen consequences of a decision (only possible in hindsight).

Scenario editor

Virtual meeting room Player interface



Student Project 1
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Dennis Boon (2020). Educational Card Game in Virtual Reality. Bachelor thesis HBO-ICT, Game Development, HvA. 

Goal: VR Game to learn about decision making regarding alternative future scenarios

Insights
- The didactic expertise is in editing the scenario:

• Dilemma’s, Choices, (Conflicting) Player Goals

- The didactic opportunities can occur: 

• During gameplay, when learners have to think about 
dilemma’s, choices, their own and other players’ goals

• After the game, by 
• reflecting on the outcome and how this could happen

• reflecting on other possible outcomes

• replaying the game to try to achieve other outcomes

• When learners create and play their own scenario?



Student Project 2
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Bicker Caarten, Marcus (2020). Collaborative, cooperative and competitive player behaviour within 

a real time multiplayer survival game. Bachelor project HBO-ICT, Game Development, HvA. 

Goal: Game to learn about collaboration/cooperation/competition in groups

Collaboration: work together towards a common goal, e.g. 
build facilities that benefit all, or move a big rock together

Cooperation: work together with benefits for each player

E.g., one player gathers rocks, while another gathers wood

Competition: players compete for benefits.  Rivalry between 

players within a team, or between teams of different islands, 

e.g., by stealing resources

Game Master: can influence aspects of the game world to stimulate

collaboration/cooperation/competition during gameplay



Student Project 2
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Bicker Caarten, Marcus (2020). Collaborative, cooperative and competitive player behaviour within 

a real time multiplayer survival game. Bachelor project HBO-ICT, Game Development, HvA. 

Goal: Game to learn about collaboration/cooperation/competition in groups

Insights

- Didactic expertise is in the design of the game world, 

player and team goals, and the game master

- Didactic opportunities can occur: 
• during gameplay: players choose to collaborate/cooperate/compete 

when they meet, find resources or problems

• during gameplay: game master can set up didactic opportunities by 
manipulating goals, problems, resources, etc.

• after the game: players reflecting on players and teams 
collaborating/cooperating/competing behavior and why



Conclusion: towards a Methodology
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A methodology for Didactics-Driven Development should ideally contain:

• Representation and discussion of:

– Didactic and other expertise required for and existing within the project team 

– Didactic goals, learning goals & desired learning outcomes and how they are embedded 

in the overall game experience (e.g., see Anderson et al., 2001)

– Didactic approach in terms of educational philosophy, learning theory, and approach

– Validation of didactic ideas in early stages of design (e.g., see Dicheva et al., 2015)

– Opportunities for learning during and after gameplay 

– Play traces (or video) to register players’ behaviour and identify opportunities for learning 

– Teaching or learning scenario’s specifiying educational context, related materials, etc. 

– Test materials and evaluation results, and interpretations, i.e., learning effects in relation to what was expected 

– Design decisions for the game and the test materials

– Changes to any of the above during the whole development process (e.g., Marklund et al., 2019; van Rozen, 2020)

– Integration of the above into the chosen design and development process 

• Testing on the desired learning outcomes and overall game experience as early and often as possible

• Tools to support representation and manipulation of the above, and keeping track of changes and relationships
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Didactics-Driven Development 
DGA Field Lab Project Dec 2019 – April 2021

Contact

Anders Bouwer (a.j.bouwer@hva.nl)

Questions or Comments?


